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Video: The 2020 Worldwide Corona Crisis
Maya Nogradi Interviews Prof. Michel Chossudovsky

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Maya Nogradi
Global Research, February 18, 2021
PANGEA TV and Global Research

We bring to the attention of our readers, the English version of this PANGEA TV program
which was broadcast live in several regions of Italy. 

Maya Nogradi of PANGEA TV interviews Prof. Michel Chossudovsky pertaining to his E-Book
entitled:

The  2020  Worldwide  Corona  Crisis:  Destroying  Civil  Society,  Engineered  Economic
Depression, Global Coup d’État and the “Great Reset”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky

View this program in Italian-English

 View related program with Michel Chossudovsky in Italian

To access Pangea’s Website click here

Click the lower right corner to enlarge the screen

VIDEO

click to enlarge.

Pangea TV is a program focussing on international politics organized by Italy’s CNGNN
Committee (Comitato No Guerra No Nato) in collaboration with Global Research (Centre for
Research on Globalization, Canada). It was initiated with a view to confronting the wave of
media disinformation pertaining to key issues affecting the future of humanity.

Pangea, programma di politica internazionale a cura del CNGNN (Comitato No Guerra No
Nato, Italia) in collaborazione con Global Research (Centro di Ricerca sulla Globalizzazione,
Canada), nasce per contrastare la disinformazione dei grandi media sulle questioni nodali da
cui dipende il nostro futuro.
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About the author:

Michel Chossudovsky is an award-winning author,
Professor of Economics (emeritus) at the University of
Ottawa, Founder and Director of the Centre for
Research on Globalization (CRG), Montreal, Editor of
Global Research. He has taught as visiting professor in
Western Europe, Southeast Asia, the Pacific and Latin
America. He has served as economic adviser to
governments of developing countries and has acted as
a consultant for several international organizations. He
is the author of 13 books. He is a contributor to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica. His writings have been
published in more than twenty languages. In 2014, he
was awarded the Gold Medal for Merit of the Republic
of Serbia for his writings on NATO's war of aggression
against Yugoslavia. He can be reached at
crgeditor@yahoo.com
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